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Abstract
Systems that enforce memory safety for today’s operating system kernels and other system software do not
account for the behavior of low-level software/hardware
interactions such as memory-mapped I/O, MMU configuration, and context switching. Bugs in such low-level
interactions can lead to violations of the memory safety
guarantees provided by a safe execution environment and
can lead to exploitable vulnerabilities in system software.
In this work, we present a set of program analysis and
run-time instrumentation techniques that ensure that errors in these low-level operations do not violate the assumptions made by a safety checking system. Our design introduces a small set of abstractions and interfaces
for manipulating processor state, kernel stacks, memory
mapped I/O objects, MMU mappings, and self modifying code to achieve this goal, without moving resource
allocation and management decisions out of the kernel.
We have added these techniques to a compiler-based virtual machine called Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA),
to which the standard Linux kernel has been ported previously. Our design changes to SVA required only an additional 100 lines of code to be changed in this kernel. Our
experimental results show that our techniques prevent reported memory safety violations due to low-level Linux
operations and that these violations are not prevented by
SVA without our techniques. Moreover, the new techniques in this paper introduce very little overhead over
and above the existing overheads of SVA. Taken together,
these results indicate that it is clearly worthwhile to add
these techniques to an existing memory safety system.

1 Introduction
Most modern system software, including commodity operating systems and virtual machine monitors, are vulnerable to a wide range of security attacks because they
are written in unsafe languages like C and C++. In
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fact, there has been an increase in recent years of attack methods against the operating system (OS) kernel.
There are reported vulnerabilities for nearly all commodity OS kernels (e.g., [2, 28, 43]). One recent project went
so far as to present one OS kernel bug every day for a
month for several different open source and commercial
kernels [26] (several of these bugs are exploitable vulnerabilities). Preventing these kinds of attacks requires
protecting the core kernel and not just device drivers:
many of the vulnerabilities are in core kernel components [19, 40, 41, 43, 46].
To counter these threats, there is a growing body
of work on using language and compiler techniques to
enforce memory safety (defined in Section 2) for OS
code. These include new OS designs based on safe
languages [4, 18, 22, 33], compiler techniques to enforce memory safety for commodity OSs in unsafe languages [10], and instrumentation techniques to isolate
a kernel from extensions such as device drivers [45,
47, 51]. We use the term “safe execution environment”
(again defined in Section 2) to refer to the guarantees
provided by a system that enforces memory safety for
operating system code. Singularity, SPIN, JX, JavaOS,
SafeDrive, and SVA are examples of systems that enforce a safe execution environment.
Unfortunately, all these memory safety techniques
(even implementations of safe programming languages)
make assumptions that are routinely violated by lowlevel interactions between an OS kernel and hardware.
Such assumptions include a static, one-to-one mapping
between virtual and physical memory, an idealized processor whose state is modified only via visible program
instructions, I/O operations that cannot overwrite standard memory objects except input I/O targets, and a protected stack modifiable only via load/store operations
to local variables. For example, when performing type
checking on a method, a safe language like Java or
Modula-3 or compiler techniques like those in SVA assume that pointer values are only defined via visible pro-

gram operations. In a kernel, however, a buggy kernel
operation might overwrite program state while it is offprocessor and that state might later be swapped in between the definition and the use of the pointer value, a
buggy MMU mapping might remap the underlying physical memory to a different virtual page holding data of a
different type, or a buggy I/O operation might bring corrupt pointer values into memory.
In fact, as described in Section 7.1, we have injected
bugs into the Linux kernel ported to SVA that are capable of disabling the safety checks that prevented 3 of the 4
exploits in the experiments reported in the original SVA
work [10]: the bugs modify the metadata used to track
array bounds and thus allow buffer overruns to go undetected. Similar vulnerabilities can be introduced with
other bugs in low-level operations. For example, there
are reported MMU bugs [3, 39, 42] in previous versions
of the Linux kernel that are logical errors in the MMU
configuration and could lead to kernel exploits.
A particularly nasty and very recent example is an insidious error in the Linux 2.6 kernel (not a device driver)
that led to severe (and sometimes permanent) corruption
of the e1000e network card [9]. The kernel was overwriting I/O device memory with the x86 cmpxchg instruction, which led to corrupting the hardware. This bug
was caused by a write through a dangling pointer to I/O
device memory. This bug took weeks of debugging by
multiple teams to isolate. A strong memory safety system should prevent or constrain such behavior, either of
which would have prevented the bug.
All these problems can, in theory, be prevented by
moving some of the kernel-hardware interactions into a
virtual machine (VM) and providing a high-level interface for the OS to invoke those operations safely. If an
OS is co-designed with a virtual machine implementing
the underlying language, e.g., as in JX [18], then eliminating such operations from the kernel could be feasible.
For commodity operating systems such as Linux, Mac
OS X, and Windows, however, reorganizing the OS in
such a way may be difficult or impossible, requiring, at
a minimum, substantial changes to the OS design. For
example, in the case of SVA, moving kernel-hardware
interactions into the SVA VM would require extensive
changes to any commodity system ported to SVA.
Virtual machine monitors (VMMs) such as VMWare
or Xen [16] do not solve this problem. They provide sufficiently strong guarantees to enforce isolation and fair
resource sharing between different OS instances (i.e.,
different “domains”) but do not enforce memory safety
within a single instance of an OS. For example, a VMM
prevents one OS instance from modifying memory mappings for a different instance but does not protect an OS
instance from a bug that maps multiple pages of its own
to the same physical page, thus violating necessary as-

sumptions used to enforce memory safety. In fact, a
VMM would not solve any of the reported real-world
problems listed above.
In this paper, we present a set of novel techniques to
prevent low-level kernel-hardware interactions from violating memory safety in an OS executing in a safe execution environment. There are two key aspects to our
approach: (1) we define carefully a set of abstractions
(an API) between the kernel and the hardware that enables a lightweight run-time checker to protect hardware
resources and their behaviors; and (2) we leverage the
existing safety checking mechanisms of the safe execution environment to optimize the extra checks that are
needed for this monitoring. Some examples of the key
resources that are protected by our API include processor
state in CPU registers; processor state saved in memory
on context-switches, interrupts, or system calls; kernel
stacks; memory-mapped I/O locations; and MMU configurations. Our design also permits limited versions of
self-modifying code that should suffice for most kernel
uses of the feature. Most importantly, our design provides these assurances while leaving essentially all the
logical control over hardware behavior in the hands of
the kernel, i.e., no policy decisions or complex mechanisms are taken out of the kernel. Although we focus
on preserving memory safety for commodity operating
systems, these principles would enable any OS to reduce
the likelihood and severity of failures due to bugs in lowlevel software-hardware interactions.
We have incorporated these techniques in the SVA
prototype and correspondingly modified the Linux 2.4.22
kernel previously ported to SVA [10]. Our new techniques required a significant redesign of SVA-OS, which
is the API provided by SVA to a kernel for controlling hardware and using privileged hardware operations.
The changes to the Linux kernel were generally simple
changes to use the new SVA-OS API, even though the
new API provides much more powerful protection for the
entire kernel. We had to change only about 100 lines in
the SVA kernel to conform to the new SVA-OS API.
We have evaluated the ability of our system to prevent
kernel bugs due to kernel-hardware interactions, both
with real reported bugs and injected bugs. Our system
prevents two MMU bugs in Linux 2.4.22 for which exploit code is available. Both bugs crash the kernel when
run under the original SVA. Moreover, as explained in
Section 7.1, we would also prevent the e1000e bug in
Linux 2.6 if that kernel is run on our system. Finally,
the system successfully prevents all the low-level kernelhardware interaction errors we have tried to inject.
We also evaluated the performance overheads for two
servers and three desktop applications (two of which perform substantial I/O). Compared with the original SVA,
the new techniques in this paper add very low or negligi-

ble overheads. Combined with the ability to prevent realworld exploits that would be missed otherwise, it clearly
seems worthwhile to add these techniques to an existing
memory safety system.
To summarize, the key contributions of this work are:
• We have presented novel mechanisms to ensure that
low-level kernel-hardware interactions (e.g., context switching, thread creation, MMU changes, and
I/O operations) do not violate assumptions used to
enforce a safe execution environment.
• We have prototyped these techniques and shown
that they can be used to enforce the assumptions
made by a memory safety checker for a commodity
kernel such as Linux. To our knowledge, no previous safety enforcement technique provides such
guarantees to commodity system software.
• We have evaluated this system experimentally and
shown that it is effective at preventing exploits in
the above operations in Linux while incurring little
overhead over and above the overhead of the underlying safe execution environment of SVA.

2 Breaking Memory Safety with LowLevel Kernel Operations
Informally, a program is type-safe if all operations in
the program respect the types of their operands. For
the purposes of this work, we say a program is memory safe if every memory access uses a previously initialized pointer variable; accesses the same object to which
the pointer pointed initially;1 and the object has not been
deallocated. Memory safety is necessary for type safety
(conversely, type safety implies memory safety) because
dereferencing an uninitialized pointer, accessing the target object out of bounds, or dereferencing a dangling
pointer to a freed object, can all cause accesses to unpredictable values and hence allow illegal operations on
those values.
A safe programming language guarantees type safety
and memory safety for all legal programs [34]; these
guarantees also imply a sound operational semantics
for programs in the language. Language implementations enforce these guarantees through a combination
of compile-time type checking, automatic memory management (e.g., garbage collection or region-based memory management) to prevent dangling pointer references,
and run-time checks such as array bounds checks and
null pointer checks.
Four recent compiler-based systems for C, namely,
CCured [30], SafeDrive [51], SAFECode [15], and
1 Note

that we permit a pointer to “leave” its target object and later
return, as long as it is not accessed while it is out of bounds [32].

SVA [10] enforce similar, but weaker, guarantees for C
code. Their guarantees are weaker in two ways: (a) they
provide type safety for only a subset of objects, and (b)
three of the four systems — SafeDrive, SAFECode and
SVA — permit dangling pointer references (use-afterfree) to avoid the need for garbage collection. Unlike
SafeDrive, however, SAFECode and SVA guarantee that
dangling pointer references do not invalidate any of the
other safety properties, i.e., partial type safety, memory
safety, or a sound operational semantics [14, 15]. We refer to all these systems – safe languages or safety checking compilers – as providing a safe execution environment.
All of the above systems make some fundamental assumptions regarding the run-time environment in enforcing their safety guarantees. In particular, these systems
assume that the code segment is static; control flow can
only be altered through explicit branch instructions, call
instructions, and visible signal handling; and that data
is stored either in a flat, unchanging address space or in
processor registers. Furthermore, data can only be read
and written by direct loads and stores to memory or direct changes to processor registers.
Low-level system code routinely violates these assumptions. Operating system kernels, virtual machine
monitors, language virtual machines such as a JVM or
CLR, and user-level thread libraries often perform operations such as context switching, direct stack manipulation, memory mapped I/O, and MMU configuration,
that violate these assumptions. More importantly, as explained in the rest of this section, perfectly type-safe code
can violate many of these assumptions (through logical
errors), i.e., such errors will not be prevented by the language in the first place. This is unacceptable for safe language implementations and, at least, undesirable for system software because these violations can compromise
safety and soundness and thus permit the vulnerabilities
a safe language was designed to prevent, such as buffer
overflows or the creation of illegal pointer values.
There are, in fact, a small number of root causes (or
categories of root causes) of all these violations. This
section enumerates these root causes, and the next section describes the design principles by which these root
causes can be eliminated. We assume throughout this
discussion that a safety checker (through some combination of static and run-time checking) enforces the
language-level safety guarantees of a safe execution environment, described above, for the kernel.2 This allows
us to assume that the run-time checker itself is secure,
and that static analysis can be used soundly on kernel
code [15]. Our goal is to ensure the integrity of the as2 This work focuses on enforcing memory safety for the kernel. The
same techniques could be applied to protect user-space threads from
these violations.

sumptions made by this safety checker. We refer to the
extensions that enforce these assumptions as a verifier.
Briefly, the fundamental categories of violations are:
• corrupting processor state when held in registers or
memory;
• corrupting stack values for kernel threads;
• corrupting memory mapped I/O locations;
• corrupting code pages in memory;
• other violations that can corrupt arbitrary memory
locations, including those listed above.
Unlike the last category, the first four above are errors
that are specific to individual categories of memory.

stack should only be used for stack frames created during
normal function calls and not directly modified via arbitrary stores;3 such stores could corrupt the stack frames
and thus compromise safety. Second, the memory for the
stack must not be deallocated and reused for other memory objects while the stack is still in use. Third, a context
switch must switch to a stack and its corresponding saved
processor state as a pair; a context switch should not load
processor state with the wrong stack or with a stack that
has been deallocated. Fourth, after a stack is deallocated,
live pointers to local variables allocated on the stack must
not be dereferenced (the exiting thread may have stored
pointers to such objects into global variables or the heap
where they are accessible by other threads).

2.3 Corrupting Memory-Mapped I/O

Corrupting processor state can corrupt both data and control flow. The verifier must first ensure that processor
state cannot be corrupted while on the processor itself,
i.e., preventing arbitrary changes to processor registers.
In addition, however, standard kernels save processor
state (i.e., data and control registers) in memory where it
is accessible by standard (even type-safe) load and store
instructions. Any (buggy) code that modifies this state
before restoring the state to the processor can alter control flow (the program counter, stack pointer, return address register, or condition code registers) or data values. In safe systems that permit dangling pointer references, processor state can also be corrupted if the memory used to hold saved processor state (usually located on
the heap [5]) is freed and reallocated for other purposes.
Note that there are cases where the kernel makes explicit, legal, changes to the interrupted state of user-space
code. For example, during signal handler dispatch, the
kernel modifies interrupted program state that has been
saved to memory, including the interrupted program’s
program counter and stack pointer [5]. Also, returning
from a signal handler requires undoing the modifications
made by signal delivery. The verifier must be able to distinguish legal from illegal changes to saved state.

Most systems today use memory-mapped I/O for controlling I/O devices and either memory-mapped I/O or
DMA for performing data transfers. Many hardware architectures treat regular memory and memory-mapped
I/O device memory (hereafter called I/O memory) identically, allowing a single set of hardware instructions to
access both. From a memory safety perspective, however, it is better to treat regular memory and I/O memory
as disjoint types of memory that are accessed using distinct instructions. First, I/O memory is not semantically
the same as regular memory in that a load may not return the value last stored into the location; program analysis algorithms (used to enforce and optimize memory
safety [15]) are not sound when applied to such memory. Second, I/O memory creates side-effects that regular memory does not. While erroneously accessing I/O
memory instead of regular memory may not be a memory safety violation per se, it is still an error with potentially dire consequences. For example, the e1000e
bug [9] caused fatal damage to hardware when an instruction (cmpxchg) that was meant to write to memory erroneously accessed memory-mapped I/O registers,
which has undefined behavior. Therefore, for soundness
of regular memory safety and for protection against a serious class of programming errors, it is best to treat regular memory and I/O memory as disjoint.

2.2 Corrupting Stack State

2.4 Corrupting Code

The kernel directly manages the stacks of both user and
kernel threads; it allocates and deallocates memory to
hold them, sets up initial stack frames for new threads
and signal handlers, and switches between stacks during
a context switch or interrupt/system call return.
Memory for the stack is obtained from some standard
memory allocation. Several safety violations are possible
through this allocated memory. First, the memory for the

Besides the general memory corruption violations described below, there are only two ways in which the contents of code pages can be (or appear to be) corrupted.
One is through self-modifying code (SMC); the other is
through incorrect program loading operations (for new
code or loadable kernel modules).

2.1 Corrupting Processor State

3 An exception is when Linux stores the process’s task structure at
the bottom of the stack.

Self-modifying code directly modifies the sequence of
instructions executed by the program. This can modify
program behavior in ways not predicted by the compiler
and hence bypass any of its safety checking techniques.
For these reasons, most type-safe languages prohibit selfmodifying code (which is distinct from “self-extending”
behaviors like dynamic class loading). However, modern kernels use limited forms of self-modifying code
for operations like enabling and disabling instrumentation [9] or optimizing synchronization for a specific machine configuration [8]. To allow such optimizations, the
verifier must define limited forms of self-modifying code
that do not violate the assumptions of the safety checker.
Second, the verifier must ensure that any program
loading operation is implemented correctly. For example, any such operation, including new code, selfmodifying code, or self-extending code (e.g., loadable
kernel modules) requires flushing the instruction cache.
Otherwise, cached copies of the old instructions may be
executed out of the I-cache (and processors with split instruction/data caches may even execute old instructions
with fresh data). This may lead to arbitrary memory
safety violations for the kernel or application code.

2.5 General Memory Corruption
Finally, there are three kinds of kernel functionality that
can corrupt arbitrary memory pages: (1) MMU configuration; (2) page swapping; and (3) DMA. Note that errors
in any of these actions are generally invisible to a safety
checking compiler and can violate the assumptions made
by the compiler, as follows.
First, the kernel can violate memory safety with direct operations on virtual memory. Fundamentally, most
of these are caused by creating an incorrect virtual-tophysical page mapping. Such errors include modifying
mappings in the range of kernel stack memory, mapping
the same physical page into two virtual pages (unintentionally), and changing a virtual-to-physical mapping for
a live virtual page. As before, any of these errors can
occur even with a type-safe language.
A second source of errors is in page swapping. When
a page of data is swapped in on a page fault, memory
safety can be violated if the data swapped in is not identical to the data swapped out from that virtual page. For
example, swapping in the wrong data can cause invalid
data to appear in pointers that are stored in memory.
Finally, a third source of problems is DMA. DMA
introduces two problems. First, a DMA configuration
error, device driver error, or device firmware error can
cause a DMA transfer to overwrite arbitrary physical
memory, violating type-safety assumptions. Second,
even a correct DMA transfer may bring in unknown data
which cannot be used in a type-safe manner, unless spe-

cial language support is added to enable that, e.g., to
prevent such data being used as pointer values, as in the
SPIN system [21].

3 Design Principles
We now describe the general design principles that a
memory safe system can use to prevent the memory errors described in Section 2. As described earlier, we assume a safety checker already exists that creates a safe
execution environment; the verifier is the set of extensions to the safety checker that enforces the underlying
assumptions of the checker. Examples of safety checkers
that could benefit directly from such extensions include
SVA, SafeDrive, and XFI. We also assume that the kernel
source code is available for modification.
Processor State: Preventing the corruption of processor state involves solving several issues. First, the verifier must ensure that the kernel does not make arbitrary
changes to CPU registers. Most memory safe systems
already do this by not providing instructions for such
low-level modifications. Second, the verifier must ensure that processor state saved by a context switch, interrupt, trap, or system call is not accessed by memory load and store instructions. To do this, the verifier
can allocate the memory used to store processor state
within its own memory and allow the kernel to manipulate that state via special instructions that take an opaque
handle (e.g., a unique integer) to identify which saved
state buffer to use. For checkers like SVA and SafeDrive,
the safety checker itself prevents the kernel from manufacturing and using pointers to these saved state buffers
(e.g., via checks on accesses that use pointers cast from
integers). Additionally, the verifier should ensure that
the interface for context switching leaves the system in a
known state, meaning that a context switch should either
succeed completely or fail.
There are operations in which interrupted program
state needs to be modified by the kernel (e.g., signal handler dispatch). The verifier must provide instructions
for doing controlled modifications of interrupted program state; for example, it can provide an instruction
to push function call frames on to an interrupted program’s stack [11]. Such instructions must ensure that
either their modifications cannot break memory safety
or that they only modify the saved state of interrupted
user-space programs (modifying user-space state cannot
violate the kernel’s memory safety).
Stack State: The memory for a kernel stack and for the
processor state object (the in-memory representation of
processor state) must be created in a single operation (instead of by separate operations), and the verifier should
ensure that the kernel stack and processor state object

are always used and deallocated together. To ease implementation, it may be desirable to move some low-level,
error-prone stack and processor state object initialization
code into the verifier. The verifier must also ensure that
memory loads and stores do not modify the kernel stack
(aside from accessing local variables) and that local variables stored on the stack can no longer be accessed when
the kernel stack is destroyed.
Memory-mapped I/O: The verifier must require that
all I/O object allocations be identifiable in the kernel
code, (e.g., declared via a pseudo-allocator). It should
also ensure that only special I/O read and write instructions can access I/O memory (these special instructions
can still be translated into regular memory loads and
stores for memory-mapped I/O machines) and that these
special instructions cannot read or write regular memory objects. If the verifier uses type-safety analysis to
optimize run-time checks, it should consider I/O objects
(objects analogous to memory objects but that reside in
memory-mapped I/O pages) to be type-unsafe as the device’s firmware may use the I/O memory in a type-unsafe
fashion. Since it is possible for a pointer to point to both
I/O objects and memory objects, the verifier should place
run-time checks on such pointers to ensure that they are
accessing the correct type of object (memory or I/O), depending upon the operation in which the pointer is used.
Kernel Code: The verifier must not permit the kernel
to modify its code segment. However, it can support a
limited version of self-modifying code that is easy to implement and able to support the uses of self-modifying
code found in commodity kernels. In our design, the
kernel can specify regions of code that can be enabled
and disabled. The verifier will be responsible for replacing native code with no-op instructions when the kernel requests that code be disabled and replacing the noops with the original code when the kernel requests the
code to be re-enabled. When analyzing code that can be
enabled and disabled, the verifier can use conservative
analysis techniques to generate results that are correct
regardless of whether the code is enabled or disabled.
For example, our pointer analysis algorithm, like most
other inter-procedural ones used in production compilers, computes a may-points-to result [24], which can be
computed with the code enabled; it will still be correct,
though perhaps conservative, if the code is disabled.
To ensure that the instruction cache is properly
flushed, our design calls for the safety checker to handle
all translation to native code. The safety checker already
does this in JVMs, safe programming languages, and in
the SVA system [10]. By performing all translation to
native code, the verifier can ensure that all appropriate
CPU caches are flushed when new code is loaded into
the system.

General Memory Corruption: The verifier must implement several types of protection to handle the general
memory corruption errors in Section 2.5.
MMU configuration: To prevent MMU misconfiguration errors, the verifier must be able to control access to hardware page tables or processor TLBs and vet
changes to the MMU configuration before they are applied. Implementations can use para-virtualization techniques [16] to control the MMU. The verifier must prevent pages containing kernel memory objects from being made accessible to non-privileged code and ensure
that pages containing kernel stack frames are not mapped
to multiple virtual addresses (i.e., double mapped) or
unmapped before the kernel stack is destroyed.4 Verifiers optimizing memory access checks must also prohibit double mappings of pages containing type known
objects; this will prevent data from being written into
the page in a way that is not detected by compiler analysis techniques. Pages containing type-unknown memory objects can be mapped multiple times since run-time
checks already ensure that the data within them does not
violate any memory safety properties. The verifier must
also ensure that MMU mappings do not violate any other
analysis results upon which optimizations depend.
Page swapping: For page swapping, the kernel must
notify the verifier before swapping a page out (if not, the
verifier will detect the omission on a subsequent physical
page remapping operation). The verifier can then record
any metadata for the page as well as a checksum of the
contents and use these when the page is swapped back in
to verify that the page contents have not changed.
DMA: The verifier should prevent DMA transfers from
overwriting critical memory such as the kernel’s code
segment, the verifier’s code and data, kernel stacks (aside
from local variables), and processor state objects. Implementation will require the use of IOMMU techniques
like those in previous work [17, 36]. Additionally, if the
verifier uses type information to optimize memory safety
checks, it must consider the memory accessible via DMA
as type-unsafe. This solution is strictly stronger than previous work (like that in SPIN [21]): it allows pointer values in input data whereas they do not (and they do not
guarantee type safety for other input data).
Entry Points: To ensure control-flow integrity, the kernel should not be entered in the middle of a function.
Therefore, the verifier must ensure that all interrupt, trap,
and system call handlers registered by the kernel are the
initial address of a valid function capable of servicing the
interrupt, trap, or system call, respectively.
4 We assume the kernel does not swap stack pages to disk, but the
design can be extended easily to allow this.

4 Background: Secure Virtual
Architecture
The Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) system (Figure 1)
places a compiler-based virtual machine between the
processor and the traditional software stack [10, 11]. The
virtual machine (VM) presents a virtual instruction set
to the software stack and translates virtual instructions
to the processor’s native instruction set either statically
(the default) or dynamically. The virtual instruction set
is based on the LLVM code representation [23], which is
designed to be low-level and language-independent, but
still enables sophisticated compiler analysis and transformation techniques. This instruction set can be used for
both user-space and kernel code [11].
SVA optionally provides strong safety guarantees for
C/C++ programs compiled to its virtual instruction set,
close to that of a safe language. The key guarantees are:
1. Partial type safety: Operations on a subset of data
are type safe.
2. Memory safety: Loads and stores only access the
object to which the dereferenced pointer initially
pointed, and within the bounds of that object.
3. Control flow integrity: The kernel code only follows
execution paths predicted by the compiler; this applies to both branches and function calls.
4. Tolerating dangling pointers: SVA does not detect
uses of dangling pointers but guarantees that they
are harmless, either via static analysis (for typesafe data) or by detecting violations through runtime checks (for non-type safe data).
5. Sound operational semantics: SVA defines a virtual
instruction set with an operational semantics that is
guaranteed not to be violated by the kernel code;
sound program analysis or verification tools can be
built on this semantics.
Briefly, SVA provides these safety guarantees as follows. First, it uses a pointer analysis called Data Structure Analysis (DSA) [24] to partition memory into logical partitions (“points to sets”) and to check which partitions are always accessed or indexed with a single type.
These partitions are called “type-known” (TK); the rest
are “type-unknown” (TU). SVA then creates a run-time
representation called a “metapool” for each partition.
It maintains a lookup table in each metapool of memory objects and their bounds to support various run-time
checks. Maintaining a table per metapool instead of a
single global table greatly improves the performance of
the run-time checks [14].
Compile-time analysis with DSA guarantees that all
TK partitions are type-safe. Moreover, all uses of data

Figure 1: System Organization with SVA [10]
and function pointers loaded out of TK partitions are
type safe. SVA simply has to ensure that dangling pointer
references to TK metapools cannot create a type violation by enforcing two constraints: (a) objects in TK
metapools are aligned identically; and (b) freed memory from such a metapool is never used for a different
metapool until the former is destroyed. These constraints
are enforced by modifying the kernel allocators manually during the process of porting the kernel to SVA; this
means that the allocators are effectively trusted and not
checked. To enforce these constraints for stack objects
belonging to TK metapools, SVA automatically modifies
the kernel code to allocate such objects on the heap. Together, these guarantee that a pointer to a freed object and
a new object (including array elements) access values of
identical type [15].
At run-time, the SVA VM (thereafter called VM) performs a number of additional checks and operations.
All globals and allocated objects are registered in the
metapool to which they belong (derived from the target
partition of the return pointer). Loads and stores that use
pointers loaded from TU metapools are checked by looking up the target address in the metapool lookup table.
Note that this works whether or not the pointer value
is a dangling pointer, and even for pointers “manufactured” by casting arbitrary integers. Similarly, it checks
function pointers obtained from TU metapools to ensure
that they only access one of the target functions of that
pointer predicted by DSA. Run-time checks also ensure
that pointers to TK objects that are loaded from TU memory objects are checked since a TU object may have an
invalid value for the TK pointer. All array indexing operations for TK or TU metapools are checked in the lookup
table, which records the bounds for each object [14]5 .
Note that the VM relies on the safe execution environ5 Note that we permit a pointer to “leave” its target object and later
return, as long as it is not accessed while it is out of bounds [32].

ment to protect the VM code and data memory instead of
using the MMU and incurring the cost of switching page
tables on every VM invocation. Since the environment
prevents access to unregistered data objects or outside
the bounds of legal objects, we can simply monitor all
run-time kernel object registrations and ensure that they
do not reside in VM code or data pages.
A subset of the SVA instruction set, SVA-OS, provides
instructions designed to support an operating system’s
special interaction with the hardware [10, 11]. These include instructions for loading from/storing to I/O memory, configuring the MMU, and manipulating program
state. An important property is that a kernel ported to
SVA using the SVA-OS instructions contains no assembly code; this simplifies the compiler’s task of safety
checking within SVA. Nevertheless, these instructions
provide low-level hardware interactions that can generate all the problems described in Section 2 if used incorrectly; it is very difficult for the compiler to check their
correct use in the original design. In particular, the VM
does not perform any special checks for processor state
objects, direct stack manipulation, memory mapped I/O
locations, MMU configuration changes, or DMA operations. Also, it disallows self-modifying code.
For example, we tested two [39, 42] of the three reported low-level errors we found for Linux 2.4.22, the
kernel version ported to SVA (we could not try the
third [3] for reasons explained in Section 7.1). Although
both are memory safety violations, neither of them was
detected or prevented by the original SVA.

5 Design
Our design is an extension of the original Secure Virtual
Architecture (SVA) described in Section 4. SVA provides strong memory safety guarantees for kernel code
and an abstraction of the hardware that is both low-level
(e.g., context switching, I/O, and MMU configuration
policies are still implemented in the kernel), yet easy to
analyze (because the SVA-OS instructions for interacting with hardware are slightly higher level than typical
processor instructions). Below, we describe our extensions to provide memory safety in the face of errors in
kernel-hardware interactions.

5.1 Context Switching
Previously, the SVA system performed context switching using the sva load integer and sva save integer instructions [10], which saved from and
loaded into the processor the processor state (named Integer State). These instructions stored processor state in
a kernel allocated memory buffer which could be later
modified by memory-safe store instructions or freed by

the kernel deallocator. Our new design calls a single instruction named sva swap integer (see Table 1) that
saves the old processor state and loads the new state in a
single operation.
This design has all of the necessary features to preserve memory safety when context switching. The
sva swap integer instruction allocates the memory
buffer to hold processor state within the VM’s memory
and returns an opaque integer identifier which can be
used to re-load the state in a subsequent call to sva swap integer. Combined with SVA’s original protections against manufactured pointers, this prevents the
kernel from modifying or deallocating the saved processor state buffer. The design also ensures correct deallocation of the memory buffer used to hold processor
state. The VM tracks which identifiers are mapped to allocated state buffers created by sva swap integer;
these memory buffer/identifier pairs are kept alive until
the state is placed back on the processor by another call
to sva swap integer. Once state is placed back on
the processor, the memory buffer is deallocated, and the
identifier invalidated to prevent the kernel from trying to
restore state from a deallocated state buffer.
Finally, sva swap integer will either succeed to
context switch and return an identifier for the saved processor state, or it will fail, save no processor state, and
continue execution of the currently running thread. This
ensures that the kernel stack and the saved processor state
are always synchronized.

5.2 Thread Management
A thread of execution consists of a stack and a saved
processor state that can be used to either initiate or continue execution of the thread. Thread creation is therefore comprised of three operations: allocating memory
for the new thread’s stack, initializing the new stack, and
creating an initial state that can be loaded on to the processor using sva swap integer.
The VM needs to know where kernel stacks are located in order to prevent them from being written by
load and store instructions. We introduce a new SVA instruction, sva declare stack, which a kernel uses
to declare that a memory object will be used as a
stack. During pointer analysis, any pointers passed
to sva declare stack and pointers that alias with
such pointers are marked with a special DeclaredStack
flag; this flag indicates that run-time checks are needed
on stores via such pointers to ensure that they are not
writing into a kernel stack. The compiler, on seeing
an sva declare stack instruction, will also verify,
statically (via pointer analysis) if possible but at run-time
if necessary, that the memory object used for the new
stack is either a global or heap object; this will prevent

Name
sva swap integer
sva declare stack
sva release stack
sva init stack

Description
Saves the current processor state into an internal memory buffer, loads previously saved
state referenced by its ID, and returns the ID of the new saved state.
Declares that a memory object is to be used as a new stack.
Declares that a memory object is no longer used as a stack.
Initializes a new stack.

Table 1: SVA Instructions for Context Switching and Thread Creation.
stacks from being embedded within other stacks. After
this check is done, sva declare stack will unregister the memory object from the set of valid memory objects that can be accessed via loads and stores and record
the stack’s size and location within the VM’s internal
data structures as a valid kernel stack.
To initialize a stack and the initial processor state
that will use the memory as a stack, we introduce
sva init stack; this instruction will initialize the
stack and create a new saved Integer State which can
be used in sva swap integer to start executing
the new thread. The sva init stack instruction
verifies (either statically or at run-time) that its argument has previously been declared as a stack using
sva declare stack. When the new thread wakes
up, it will find itself running within the function specified
by the call to sva init stack; when this function returns, it will return to user-space at the same location as
the original thread entered.
Deleting a thread is composed of two operations. First,
the memory object containing the stack must be deallocated. Second, any Integer State associated with the
stack that was saved on a context switch must be invalidated. When the kernel wishes to destroy a thread,
it must call the sva release stack instruction; this
will mark the stack memory as a regular memory object
so that it can be freed and invalidates any saved Integer
State associated with the stack.
When a kernel stack is deallocated, there may be
pointers in global or heap objects that point to memory (i.e., local variables) allocated on that stack. SVA
must ensure that dereferencing such pointers does not
violate memory safety. Type-unsafe stack allocated objects are subject to load/store checks and are registered
with the SVA virtual machine [10]. In order for the
sva release stack instruction to invalidate such
objects when stack memory is reclaimed, the VM records
information on stack object allocations and associates
this information with the metadata about the stack in
which the object is allocated. In this way, when a stack is
deallocated, any live objects still registered with the virtual machine are automatically invalidated as well; runtime checks will no longer consider these stack allocated
objects to be valid objects. Type-known stack allocated
objects can never be pointed to by global or heap objects;
SVA already transforms such stack allocations into heap

allocations [15, 10] to make dangling pointer dereferencing to type-known stack allocated objects safe [15].

5.3 Memory Mapped I/O
To ensure safe use of I/O memory, our system must be
able to identify where I/O memory is located and when
the kernel is legitimately accessing it.
Identifying the location of I/O memory is straightforward. In most systems, I/O memory is located at (or
mapped into) known, constant locations within the system’s address space, similar to global variables. In some
systems, a memory-allocator-like function may remap
physical page frames corresponding to I/O memory to
a virtual memory address [5]. The insight is that I/O
memory is grouped into objects just like regular memory; in some systems, such I/O objects are even allocated
and freed like heap objects (e.g., Linux’s ioremap()
function [5]). To let the VM know where I/O memory
is located, we must modify the kernel to use a pseudoallocator that informs the VM of global I/O objects; we
can also modify the VM to recognize I/O “allocators”
like ioremap() just like it recognizes heap allocators
like Linux’s kmalloc() [5].
Given this information, the VM needs to determine
which pointers may point to I/O memory. To do so,
we modified the SVA points-to analysis algorithm [24]
to mark the target (i.e., the “points-to set”) of a pointer
holding the return address of the I/O allocator with a special I/O flag. This also flags other pointers aliased to
such a pointer because any two aliased pointers point to
a common target [24].
We also modified the points-to analysis to mark I/O
memory as type-unknown. Even if the kernel accesses
I/O memory in a type-consistent fashion, the firmware
on the I/O device may not. Type-unknown memory incurs additional run-time checks but allows kernel code
to safely use pointer values in such memory as pointers.
We also extended SVA to record the size and virtual
address location of every I/O object allocation and deallocation by instrumenting every call to the I/O allocator
and deallocator functions. At run-time, the VM records
these I/O objects in a per-metapool data structure that
is disjoint from the structure used to record the bounds
of regular memory objects. The VM also uses new runtime checks for checking I/O load and store instructions.

Since I/O pointers can be indexed like memory pointers (an I/O device may have an array of control registers), the bounds checking code must check both regular memory objects and I/O memory objects. Load and
store checks on regular memory pointers without the I/O
flag remain unchanged; they only consider memory objects. New run-time checks are needed on both memory and I/O loads and stores for pointers that have both
the I/O flag and one or more of the memory flags (heap,
stack, global) to ensure that they only access regular or
I/O memory objects, respectively.

5.4 Safe DMA
We assume the use of an IOMMU for preventing DMA
operations from overflowing object bounds or writing to
the wrong memory address altogether [13]. The SVA virtual machine simply has to ensure that the I/O MMU is
configured so that DMA operations cannot write to the
virtual machine’s internal memory, kernel code pages,
pages which contain type-safe objects, and stack objects.
We mark all memory objects that may be used for
DMA operations as type-unsafe, similar to I/O memory
that is accessed directly. We assume that any pointer that
is stored into I/O memory is a potential memory buffer
for DMA operations. We require alias analysis to identify such stores; it simply has to check that the target address is in I/O memory and the store value is of pointer
type. We then mark the points-to set of the store value
pointer as type-unknown.

5.5 Virtual Memory
Our system must control the MMU and vet changes to its
configuration to prevent safety violations and preserve
compiler-inferred analysis results. Below, we describe
the mechanism by which our system monitors and controls MMU configuration and then discuss how we use
this mechanism to enforce several safety properties.
5.5.1 Controlling MMU Configuration
SVA provides different MMU interfaces for hardware
TLB processors and software TLB processors [11]. For
brevity, we describe only the hardware TLB interface and
how our design uses it to control MMU configuration.
The SVA interface for hardware TLB systems (given
in Table 2) is similar to those used in VMMs like
Xen [16] and is based off the paravirtops interface [50] found in Linux 2.6. The page table is a 3level page table, and there are instructions for changing mappings at each level. In this design, the OS first
tells the VM which memory pages will be used for the
page table (it must specify at what level the page will

appear in the table); the VM then takes control of these
pages by zeroing them (to prevent stale mappings from
being used) and marking them read-only to prevent the
OS from accessing them directly. The OS must then
use special SVA instructions to update the translations
stored in these page table pages; these instructions allow SVA to first inspect and modify translations before
accepting them and placing them into the page table.
The sva load pagetable instruction selects which
page table is in active use and ensures that only page
tables controlled by SVA are ever used by the processor. This interface, combined with SVA’s control-flow
integrity guarantees [10], ensure that SVA maintains control of all page mappings on the system.
5.5.2 Memory Safe MMU Configuration
For preventing memory safety violations involving the
MMU, the VM needs to track two pieces of information.
First, the VM must know the purpose of various ranges
of the virtual address space; the kernel must provide the
virtual address ranges of user-space memory, kernel data
memory, and I/O object memory. This information will
be used to prevent physical pages from being mapped
into the wrong virtual addresses (e.g., a memory mapped
I/O device being mapped into a virtual address used by a
kernel memory object). A special instruction permits the
kernel to communicate this information to the VM.
Second, the VM must know how physical pages are
used, how many times they are mapped into the virtual
address space, and whether any MMU mapping makes
them accessible to unprivileged (i.e., user-space) code.
To track this information, the VM associates with each
physical page a set of flags and counters. The first set
of flags are mutually exclusive and indicate the purpose
of the page; a page can be marked as: L1 (Level-1 page
table page), L2 (Level-2 page table page), L3 (Level3 page table page), RW (a standard kernel page holding memory objects), IO (a memory mapped I/O page),
stack (kernel stack), code (kernel or SVA code), or
svamem (SVA data memory). A second flag, the TK
flag, specifies whether a physical page contains typeknown data. The VM also keeps a count of the number
of virtual pages mapped to the physical page and a count
of the number of mappings that make the page accessible
to user-space code.
The flags are checked and updated by the VM whenever the kernel requests a change to the page tables
or performs relevant memory or I/O object allocation.
Calls to the memory allocator are instrumented to set
the RW and, if appropriate, the TK flag on pages
backing the newly allocated memory object. On system boot, the VM sets the IO flag on physical pages
known to be memory-mapped I/O locations. The stack

Name
sva end mem init
sva declare l1 page
sva declare l2 page
sva declare l3 page
sva remove l1 page
sva remove l2 page
sva remove l3 page
sva update l1 mapping
sva update l2 mapping
sva update l3 mapping
sva load pagetable

Description
End of the virtual memory boot initialization. Flags all page table pages, and mark them read-only.
Zeroes the page and flags it read-only and L1.
Zeroes the page and flags it read-only and L2.
Puts the default mappings in the page and flags it read-only and L3.
Unflags the page read-only and L1.
Unflags the page read-only and L2.
Unflags the page read-only and L3.
Updates the mapping if the mapping belongs to an L1 page and the page is not already mapped for a
type known pool, sva page, code page, or stack page.
Updates the mapping if the mapping belongs to an L2 page and the new mapping is for an L1 page.
Updates the mapping if the mapping belongs to an L3 page and the new mapping is for an L2 page.
Check that the physical page is an L3 page and loads it in the page table register.

Table 2: MMU Interface for a Hardware TLB Processor.
flag is set and cleared by sva declare stack and
sva release stack, respectively. Changes to the
page table via the instructions in Table 2 update the counters and the L1, L2, andL3 flags.
The VM uses all of the above information to detect,
at run-time, violations of the safety requirements in Section 3. Before inserting a new page mapping, the VM
can detect whether the new mapping will create multiple mappings to physical memory containing type-known
objects, map a page into the virtual address space of the
VM or kernel code segment, unmap or double map a
page that is part of a kernel stack, make a physical page
containing kernel memory accessible to user-space code,
or map memory-mapped I/O pages into a kernel memory object (or vice-versa). Note that SVA currently trusts
the kernel memory allocators to (i) return different virtual addresses for every allocation, and (ii) not to move
virtual pages from one metapool to another until the original metapool is destroyed.

5.6 Self-modifying Code
The new SVA system supports the restricted version of
self-modifying code described in Section 3: OS kernels
can disable and re-enable pre-declared pieces of code.
SVA will use compile-time analysis carefully to ensure
that replacing the code with no-op instructions will not
invalidate the analysis results.
We define four new instructions to support selfmodifying code. The first two instructions, sva begin alt and sva end alt enclose the code regions that may be modified at runtime. They must
be properly nested and must be given a unique identifier. The instructions are not emitted in the native
code. The two other instructions, sva disable code
and sva enable code execute at runtime. They take
the identifier given to the sva begin alt and sva end alt instructions. sva disable code saves the
previous code and inserts no-ops in the code, and sva enable code restores the previous code.

With this approach, SVA can support most uses of
self-modifying code in operating systems. For instance,
it supports the alternatives6 framework in Linux
2.6 [8] and Linux’s ftrace tracing support [9] which
disables calls to logging functions at run-time.

5.7 Interrupted State
On an interrupt, trap, or system call, the original SVA
system saves processor state within the VM’s internal
memory and permits the kernel to use specialized instructions to modify the state via an opaque handle called
the interrupt context [10, 11]. These instructions, which
are slightly higher-level than assembly code, are used by
the kernel to implement operations like signal handler
dispatch and starting execution of user programs. Since
systems such as Linux can be interrupted while running
kernel code [5], these instructions can violate the kernel’s memory safety if used incorrectly on interrupted
kernel state. To address these issues, we introduce several changes to the original SVA design.
First, we noticed that all of the instructions that manipulate interrupted program state are either memory safe
(e.g., the instruction that unwinds stack frames for kernel exception handling [11]) or only need to modify the
interrupted state of user-space programs. Hence, all instructions that are not intrinsically memory safe will verify that they are modifying interrupted user-space program state. Second, the opaque handle to the interrupt
context will be made implicit so that no run-time checks
are needed to validate it when it is used. We have observed that the Linux kernel only operates upon the most
recently created interrupt context; we do not see a need
for other operating systems of similar design to do so, either. Without an explicit handle to the interrupt context’s
location in memory, no validation code is needed, and
the kernel cannot create a pointer to the saved program
state (except for explicit integer to pointer casts, uses of
which will be caught by SVA’s existing checks) [10].
6 Linux

2.6, file include/asm-x86/alternative.h

5.8 Miscellaneous
To ensure control-flow integrity requirements, the VM
assumes control of the hardware interrupt descriptor table; the OS kernel must use special instructions to associate a function with a particular interrupt, trap, or system call [11, 29]. Similar to indirect function call checks,
SVA can use static analysis and run-time checks to ensure that only valid functions are registered as interrupt,
trap, or system call handlers.
SVA provides two sets of atomic memory instructions:
sva fetch and phi where phi is one of several integer operations (e.g., add), and sva compare and swap which performs an atomic compare and swap. The
static and run-time checks that protect regular memory
loads and stores also protect these operations.

6 Modifications to the Linux Kernel
We implemented our design by improving and extending the original SVA prototype and the SVA port of
the Linux 2.4.22 kernel [10]. The previous section described how we modified the SVA-OS instructions. Below, we describe how we modified the Linux kernel
to use these new instructions accordingly. We modified less than 100 lines from the original SVA kernel
to port our kernel to the new SVA-OS API; the original port of the i386 Linux kernel to SVA modified 300
lines of architecture-independent code and 4,800 lines of
architecture-dependent code [10].

6.1 Changes to Baseline SVA
The baseline SVA system in our evaluation (Section 7) is
an improved version of the original SVA system [10] that
is suitable for determining the extra overhead incurred by
the run-time checks necessitated by the design in Section 5. First, we fixed several bugs in the optimization of
run-time checks. Second, while the original SVA system
does not analyze and protect the whole kernel, there is no
fundamental reason why it cannot. Therefore, we chose
to disable optimizations which apply only to incomplete
kernel code for the experiments in Section 7. Third, the
new baseline SVA system recognizes ioremap() as an
allocator function even though it does not add run-time
checks for I/O loads and stores. Fourth, we replaced
most uses of the get free pages() page allocator
with kmalloc() in code which uses the page allocator like a standard memory allocator; this ensures that
most kernel allocations are performed in kernel pools
(i.e., kmem cache ts) which fulfill the requirements
for allocators as described in the original SVA work [10].
We also modified the SVA Linux kernel to use the new
SVA-OS instruction set as described below. This ensured

that the only difference between our baseline SVA system and our SVA system with the low-level safety protections was the addition of the run-time checks necessary
to ensure safety for context switching, thread management, MMU, and I/O memory safety.

6.2 Context Switching/Thread Creation
The modifications needed for context switching were
straightforward. We simply modified the switch to
macro in Linux [5] to use the sva swap integer instruction to perform context switching.
Some minor kernel modifications were needed to use
the new thread creation instructions. The original i386
Linux kernel allocates a single memory object which
holds both a thread’s task structure and the kernel stack
for the thread [5], but this cannot be done on our system
because sva declare stack requires that a stack
consumes an entire memory object. For our prototype,
we simply modified the Linux kernel to perform separate
allocations for the kernel stack and the task structure.

6.3 I/O
As noted earlier, our implementation enhances the
pointer analysis algorithm in SVA (DSA [24]) to mark
pointers that may point to I/O objects. It does this by
finding calls to the Linux ioremap() function. To
make implementation easier, we modified ioremap()
and ioremap nocache() in the Linux source to be
macros that call ioremap().
Our test system’s devices do not use global I/O memory objects, so we did not implement a pseudo allocator
for identifying them. Also, we did not modify DSA to
mark memory stored into I/O device memory as typeunknown. The difficulty is that Linux casts pointers into
integers before writing them into I/O device memory.
The DSA implementation does not have solid support for
tracking pointers through integers i.e., it does not consider the case where an integer may, in fact, be pointing
to a memory object. Implementing these changes to provide DMA protection is left as future work.

6.4 Virtual Memory
We implemented the new MMU instructions and runtime checks described in Section 5.5 and ported the SVA
Linux kernel to use the new instructions. Linux already
contains macros to allocate, modify and free page table
pages. We modified these macros to use our new API
(which is based on the paravirtops interface from
Linux 2.6). We implemented all of the run-time checks
except for those that ensure that I/O device memory isn’t

mapped into kernel memory objects. These checks require that the kernel allocate all I/O memory objects
within a predefined range of the virtual address space,
which our Linux kernel does not currently do.

7 Evaluation and Analysis
Our evaluation has two goals.
First, we wanted
to determine whether our design for low-level software/hardware interaction was effective at stopping security vulnerabilities in commodity OS kernels. Second,
we wanted to determine how much overhead our design
would add to an already existing memory-safety system.

7.1 Exploit Detection
We performed three experiments to verify that our system catches low-level hardware/software errors: First,
we tried two different exploits on our system that were
reported on Linux 2.4.22, the Linux version that is ported
to SVA. The exploits occur in the MMU subsystem; both
give an attacker root privileges. Second, we studied the
e1000e bug [9]. We could not duplicate the bug because
it occurs in Linux 2.6, but we explain why our design
would have caught the bug if Linux 2.6 had been ported
to SVA. Third, we inserted many low-level operation errors inside the kernel to evaluate whether our design prevents the safety violations identified in Section 2.
Linux 2.4.22 exploits. We have identified three reported errors for Linux 2.4.22 caused by low-level
kernel-hardware interactions [3, 39, 42]. Our experiment is limited to these errors because we needed hardware/software interaction bugs that were in Linux 2.4.22.
Of these, we could not reproduce one bug due to a lack
of information in the bug report [3]. The other two errors
occur in the mremap system call but are distinct errors.
The first exploit [42] is due to an overflow in a count
of the number of times a page is mapped. The exploit
code overflows the counter by calling fork, mmap, and
mremap a large number of times. It then releases the
page, giving it back to the kernel. However, the exploit
code still has a reference to the page; therefore, if the
page is reallocated for kernel use, the exploit code can
read and modify kernel data. Our system catches this
error because it disallows allocating kernel objects in a
physical page mapped in user space.
The second exploit [39] occurs because of a missing
error check in mremap which causes the kernel to place
page table pages with valid page table entries into the
page table cache. However, the kernel assumes that page
table pages in the page table cache do not contain any
entries. The exploit uses this vulnerability by calling
mmap, mremap and munmap to release a page table

page with page entries that contain executable memory.
Then, on an exec system call, the linker, which executes with root privileges, allocates a page table page,
which happens to be the previously released page. The
end result is that the linker jumps to the exploit’s executable memory and executes the exploit code with root
privileges. The SVA VM prevents this exploit by always
zeroing page table pages when they are placed in a page
directory so that no new, unintended, memory mappings
are created for existing objects.
The e1000e bug. The fundamental cause of the e1000e
bug is a memory load/store (the x86 cmpxchg instruction) on a dangling pointer, which happens to point
to an I/O object. The cmpxchg instruction has nondeterministic behavior on I/O device memory and may
corrupt the hardware. The instruction was executed by
the ftrace subsystem, which uses self-modifying code
to trace the kernel execution. It took many weeks for
skilled engineers to track the problem. With our new
safety checks, SVA would have detected the bug at its
first occurrence. The self-modifying code interface of
SVA-OS only allows enabling and disabling of code;
writes to what the kernel (incorrectly) thought was its
code is not possible. SVA actually has a second line of
defense if (hypothetically) the self-modifying code interface did not detect it: SVA would have prevented the I/O
memory from being mapped into code pages, and thus
prevented this corruption. (And, hypothetically again, if
a dangling pointer to a data object had caused the bug,
SVA would have detected any ordinary reads and writes
trying to write to I/O memory locations.)
Kernel error injection. To inject errors, we added new
system calls into the kernel; each system call triggers a
specific kind of kernel/hardware interaction error that either corrupts memory or alters control flow. We inserted
four different errors. The first error modifies the saved
Integer State of a process so that an invalid Integer State
is loaded when the process is scheduled. The second
error creates a new MMU mapping of a page containing type-known kernel memory objects and modifies the
contents of the page. The third error modifies the MMU
mappings of pages in the stack range. The fourth error
modifies the internal metadata of SVA to set incorrect
bounds for all objects. This last error shows that with the
original design, we can disable the SVA memory safety
checks that prevent Linux exploits; in fact, it would not
be difficult to do so with this bug alone for three of the
four kernel exploits otherwise prevented by SVA [10].
All of the injected errors were caught by the new
SVA implementation. With the previous implementation,
these errors either crash the kernel or create undefined
behavior. This gives us confidence about the correctness
of our new design and implementation of SVA. Note that

To determine the impact of the additional run-time
checks on system performance, we ran several experiments with applications typically used on server and enduser systems. We ran tests on the original Linux 2.4.22
kernel (marked i386 in the figures and tables), the same
kernel with the original SVA safety checks [10] (marked
SVA), and the SVA kernel with our safety checks for lowlevel software/hardware interactions (marked SVA-OS).
It is important to note that an underlying memory
safety system like SVA can incur significant run-time
overhead for C code, especially for a commodity kernel like Linux that was not designed for enforcement of
memory safety. Such a system is not the focus of this
paper. Although we present our results relative to the
original (unmodified) Linux/i386 system for clarity, we
focus the discussion on the excess overheads introduced
by SVA-OS beyond those of SVA since the new techniques in SVA-OS are the subject of the current work.
We ran these experiments on a dual-processor AMD
Athlon 2100+ at 1,733 MHz with 1 GB of RAM and a 1
Gb/s network card. We configured the kernel as an SMP
kernel but ran it in on a single processor since the SVA
implementation is not yet SMP safe. Network experiments used a dedicated 1 Gb/s switch. We ran our experiments in single-user mode to prevent standard system
services from adding noise to our performance numbers.
We used several benchmarks in our experiments: the
thttpd Web server, the OpenSSH sshd encrypted file
transfer service, and three local applications – bzip2 for
file compression, the lame MP3 encoder, and a perl interpreter. These programs have a range of different demands on kernel operations. Finally, to understand why
some programs incur overhead while others do not, we
used a set of microbenchmarks including the HBenchOS microbenchmark suite [6] and two new tests we
wrote for the poll and select system calls.
Application
Performance First,
we
used
ApacheBench to measure the file-transfer bandwidth of the thttpd web server [31] serving static HTML
pages. We configured ApacheBench to make 5000
requests using 25 simultaneous connections. Figure 2
shows the results of both the original SVA kernel and
the SVA kernel with the new run-time checks described
in Section 5. Each bar is the average bandwidth of 3
runs of the experiment; the results are normalized to the
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we only injected errors that our design addresses because
we believe that our design is “complete” in terms of the
possible errors due to kernel-hardware interactions. Nevertheless, the injection experiments are useful because
they validate that the design and implementation actually solve these problems.
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Figure 3: SSH Server Bandwidth (Linux/i386 = 1.0)
original i386 Linux kernel. For small files (1 KB - 32
KB) in which the original SVA system adds significant
overhead, our new run-time checks incur a small amount
of additional overhead (roughly a 9% decrease in
bandwidth relative to the SVA kernel). However, for
larger file sizes (64 KB or more), the SVA-OS checks
add negligible overhead to the original SVA system.
We also measured the performance of sshd, a login
server offering encrypted file transfer. For this test, we
measured the bandwidth of transferring several large files
from the server to our test client; the results are shown in
Figure 3. For each file size, we first did a priming run
to bring file system data into the kernel’s buffer cache;
subsequently, we transfered the file three times. Figure 3
shows the mean of the receive bandwidth of the three
runs normalized to the mean receive bandwidth mea-

Benchmark

i386 (s)

SVA (s)

SVA-OS (s)

bzip2
lame
perl

18.7 (0.47)
133.3 (3.3)
22.3 (0.47)

18.3 (0.47)
132 (0.82)
22.3 (0.47)

18.0 (0.00)
126.0 (0.82)
22.3 (0.47)

% Increase from
i386 to SVA-OS
0.0%
-0.1%
0.0%

Description
Compressing 64 MB file
Converting 206 MB WAV file to MP3
Interpreting scrabbl.pl from SPEC 2000

Table 3: Latency of Applications. Standard Deviation Shown in Parentheses.
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Benchmark
bzip2
lame
perl

i386 (s)
41
203
24

SVA (s)
40
202
23

SVA-OS (s)
40
202
23

Table 4: Latency of Applications During Priming Run.
sured on the original i386 kernel; note that the units on
the X-axis are MB. Our results indicate that there is no
significant decrease in bandwidth due to the extra runtime checks added by the original SVA system or the new
run-time checks presented in this paper. This outcome is
far better than thttpd, most likely due to the large file
sizes we transfered via scp. For large file sizes, the network becomes the bottleneck: transferring an 8 MB file
takes 62.5 ms on a Gigabit network, but the overheads for
basic system calls (shown in Table 5) show overheads of
only tens of microseconds.
To see what effect our system would have on enduser application performance, we ran experiments on the
client-side programs listed in Table 3. We tested bzip2
compressing a 64 MB file, the LAME MP3 encoder converting a 206 MB file from WAV to MP3 format, and the
perl interpreter running the training input from the SPEC
2000 benchmark suite. For each test, we ran the program
once to prime any caches within the operating system and
then ran each program three times. Table 3 shows the average of the execution times of the three runs and the

percent overhead that the applications experienced executing on the SVA-OS kernel relative to the original i386
Linux kernel. The results show that our system adds virtually no overhead for these applications, even though
some of the programs (bzip2 and lame) perform substantial amounts of I/O. Table 4 shows the latency of the applications during their priming runs; our kernel shows no
overhead even when the kernel must initiate I/O to retrieve data off the physical disk.
Microbenchmark Performance To better understand
the different performance behaviors of the applications,
we used microbenchmarks to measure the overhead our
system introduces for primitive kernel operations. For
these experiments, we configured HBench-OS to run
each test 50 times.
Our results for basic system calls (Table 5) indicate
that the original SVA system adds significant overhead
(on the order of tens of microseconds) to individual system calls. However, the results also show that our new
safety checks only add a small amount of additional overhead (25% or less) to the original SVA system.
We also tested the file system bandwidth, shown in
Figure 4. The results show that the original SVA system
reduces file system bandwidth by about 5-20% for small
files but that the overhead for larger files is negligible.
Again, however, the additional checks for low-level kernel operations add no overhead.
The microbenchmark results provide a partial explanation for the application performance results. The applications in Table 3 experience no overhead because they
perform most of their processing in user-space; the overhead of the kernel does not affect them much. In contrast,
the sshd and thttpd servers spend most of their time executing in the kernel (primarily in the poll(), select(), and
write() system calls). For the system calls that we tested,
our new safety checks add less than several microseconds
of overhead (as shown in Table 5). For a small network
transfer of 1 KB (which takes less than 8 µs on a Gigabit network), such an overhead can affect performance.
However, for larger files sizes (e.g., an 8 MB transfer that
takes 62.5 ms), this overhead becomes negligible. This
effect shows up in our results for networked applications
(thttpd and sshd): smaller file transfers see significant
overhead, but past a certain file size, the overhead from
the run-time safety checks becomes negligible.

Benchmark

i386 (µs)

SVA (µs)
0.37 (0.000)
11.1 (0.027)
1.87 (0.012)
6.88 (0.044)
1.56 (0.019)
30.5 (0.188)

SVA-OS
(µs)
0.37 (0.006)
12.1 (0.076)
1.86 (0.010)
8.49 (0.074)
1.95 (0.007)
35.9 (0.267)

% Increase from
SVA to SVA-OS
0.0%
9.0%
-0.4%
23%
25%
18%

getpid
openclose
write
signal handler
signal install
pipe latency

0.16 (0.001)
1.10 (0.009)
0.25 (0.001)
1.59 (0.006)
0.34 (0.001)
2.74 (0.014)

poll

1.16 (0.043)

6.47 (0.080)

7.03 (0.014)

8.7%

select

1.00 (0.019)

8.18 (0.133)

8.81 (0.020)

7.7%

Description
Latency of getpid() syscall
Latency of opening and closing a file
Latency of writing a single byte to /dev/null
Latency of calling a signal handler
Latency of installing a signal handler
Latency of ping-ponging one byte message between two processes
Latency of polling both ends of a pipe for reading
and writing. Data is always available for reading.
Latency of testing both ends of a pipe for reading
and writing. Data is always available for reading.

Table 5: Latency of Kernel Operations. Standard Deviation Shown in Parentheses.

8 Related Work
Previous work has explored several approaches to providing greater safety and reliability for operating system kernels. Some require complete OS re-design, e.g.,
capability-based operating systems [37, 38] and microkernels [1, 25]. Others use isolation (or “sandboxing”)
techniques, including device driver isolation within the
OS [35, 44, 45, 51] or the hypervisor [17]. While effective at increasing system reliability, none of these approaches provide the memory safety guarantees provided
by our system, e.g., none of these prevent corruption of
memory mapped I/O devices, unsafe context switching,
or improper configuration of the MMU by either kernel
or device driver code. In fact, none of these approaches
could protect against the Linux exploits or device corruption cases described in Section 7. In contrast, our
system offers protection from all of these problems for
both driver code and core kernel code.
The EROS [38] and Coyotos [37] systems provide a
form of safe (dynamic) typing for abstractions, e.g., capabilities, at their higher-level OS (“node and page”)
layer. This type safety is preserved throughout the design, even across I/O operations. The lower-level layer,
which implements these abstractions, is written in C/C++
and is theoretically vulnerable to memory safety errors
but is designed carefully to minimize them. The design
techniques used here are extremely valuable but difficult
to retrofit to commodity systems.
Some OSs written in type-safe languages, including
JX [18], SPIN [21], Singularity [22], and others [20] provide abstractions that guarantee that loads and stores to
I/O devices do not access main memory, and main memory accesses do not access I/O device memory. However,
these systems either place context switching and MMU
management within the virtual machine run-time (JX) or
provide no guarantee that errors in these operations cannot compromise the safety guarantees of the language in
which they are written.
Another approach that could provide some of the guar-

antees of our work is to add annotations to the C language. For example, SafeDrive’s annotation system [51]
could be extended to provide our I/O memory protections
and perhaps some of our other safety guarantees. Such
an approach, however, would likely require changes to
every driver and kernel module, whereas our approach
only requires a one-time port to the SVA instruction set
and very minor changes to machine-independent parts of
the kernel.
The Devil project [27] defines a safe interface to hardware devices that enforces safety properties. Devil could
ensure that writes to the device’s memory did not access kernel memory, but not vice versa. Our SVA extensions also protect I/O memory from kernel memory
and provide comprehensive protection for other lowlevel hardware interactions, such as MMU changes, context switching, and thread management.
Mondrix [49] provides isolation between memory
spaces within a kernel using a word-granularity memory isolation scheme implemented in hardware [48]. Because Mondrix enables much more fine-grained isolation
(with acceptable overhead) than the software supported
isolation schemes discussed earlier, it may be able to prevent some or all of the memory-related exploits we discuss. Nevertheless, it cannot protect against other errors
such as control flow violations or stack manipulation.
A number of systems provide Dynamic Information
Flow Tracking or “taint tracking” to enforce a wide range
of security policies, including memory safety, but most
of these have only reported results for user-space applications. Raksha [12] employed fine-grain information
flow policies, supported by special hardware, to prevent
buffer overflow attacks on the Linux kernel by ensuring that injected values weren’t dereferenced as pointers. Unlike our work, it does not protect against attacks
that inject non-pointer data nor does it prevent use-afterfree errors of kernel stacks and other state buffers used in
low-level kernel/hardware interaction. Furthermore, this
system does not work on commodity hardware.

The CacheKernel [7] partitions its functionality into an
application-specific OS layer and a common “cache kernel” that handles context-switching, memory mappings,
etc. The CacheKernel does not aim to provide memory
safety, but its two layers are conceptually similar to the
commodity OS and the virtual machine in our approach.
A key design difference, however, is that our interface
also attempts to make kernel code easier to analyze. For
example, state manipulation for interrupted programs is
no longer an arbitrary set of loads/stores to memory but
a single instruction with a semantic meaning.
Our system employs techniques from VMMs. The
API provided by SVA for configuring the MMU securely
is similar to that presented by para-virtualized hypervisors [16, 50]. However, unlike VMMs, our use of these
mechanisms is to provide fine-grain protection internal
to a single domain, including isolation between user and
kernel space and protection of type-safe main memory,
saved processor state, and the kernel stack. For example, hypervisors would not be able to guard against [42],
which our system does prevent, even though it is an
MMU error. Also, a hypervisor that uses binary rewriting internally, e.g., for instrumenting itself, could be vulnerable to [9], just as the Linux kernel was. We believe
VMMs could be a useful target for our work.
SecVisor [36] is a hypervisor that ensures that only
approved code is executed in the processor’s privileged
mode. In contrast, our system does not ensure that kernel
code meets a set of requirements other than being memory safe. Unlike SVA, SecVisor does not ensure that the
approved kernel code is memory safe.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented new mechanisms to ensure that low-level kernel operations such as processor
state manipulation, stack management, memory mapped
I/O, MMU updates, and self-modifying code do not violate the assumptions made by memory safety checkers.
We implemented our design in the Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) system, a safe execution environment
for commodity operating systems, and its corresponding
port of Linux 2.4.22. Only around 100 lines of code were
added or changed to the SVA-ported Linux kernel for the
new techniques. To our knowledge, this is the first paper
that (i) describes a design to prevent bugs in low-level
kernel operations from compromising memory safe operating systems, including operating systems written in
safe or unsafe languages; and (ii) implements and evaluates a system that guards against such errors.
Our experiments show that the additional runtime
checks add little overhead to the original SVA prototype
and were able to catch multiple real-world exploits that
would otherwise bypass the memory safety guarantees

provided by the original SVA system. Taken together,
these results indicate that it is clearly worthwhile to add
these techniques to an existing memory safety system.
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